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Abstract
Software agents are a promising technology for today's complex, distributed systems. Methodologies and techniques that address testing and
reliability of multi agent systems are increasingly demanded, in particular to support automated test case generation and execution. In this
paper, we introduce a novel approach for goal-oriented software agent testing. It specifies a testing process that complements the goal
oriented methodology Tropos and reinforces the mutual relationship between goal analysis and testing. Furthermore, it defines a structured
and comprehensive agent test suite generation process by providing a systematic way of deriving test cases from goal analysis.
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1. Introduction
MAS are increasingly taking over operations and controls in enterprise management, automated vehicles, and
financing systems, assurances that these complex systems operate properly need to be given to their owners and
their users [Nguyen et al. (2008)]. This calls for an investigation of suitable software engineering frameworks,
including requirements engineering, architecture, and testing techniques, to provide adequate software
development processes and supporting tools.
There are several reasons for the increase of the difficulty degree of multi-agent systems testing and
debugging:
 Increased complexity, since there are several distributed processes that run autonomously and concurrently;
 Amount of data, since systems can be made up by thousands of agents, each owning its own data;
 Irreproducibility effect, which means that it is not ensured that two executions of the systems will lead to
the same state, even if the same input is used. As a consequence, looking for a particular error can be
difficult if it is not possible to reproduce it each time [Huget and Demazeau (2004)].
As a result, testing software agents seeks for new testing techniques dealing with their peculiar nature. The
techniques need to be effective and adequate to evaluate agent's autonomous behaviors and build confidence in
them.
Testing a single agent is different from testing a community of agents. When testing a single agent a
developer is more interested in the functionality of one agent and whether the agent operates for a set of
messages, contextual inputs and error conditions. But, when testing a community of agents, the tester is
interested in whether the agents operate together, are coordinated, and if message passing between them is
correct [Gatti and Staa (2006)].
Several AOSE methodologies have been proposed [Henderson-Sellers and Giorgini (2005)]. In terms of testing
and verification, while some consider specification-based formal verification [Dardenne et al. (1993); Fuxman et al.
(2004); Perini et al. (2003)], other borrow Object-Oriented (OO) testing techniques, taking advantage of a mapping
of agent-oriented abstractions into OO constructs [Cossentino (2005); Pavon et al. (2005)]. To the best of our
knowledge, a structured testing process for AOSE methodologies is still absent.
In this paper, we propose a structured testing process that exploits the link between requirements and test
cases following the V Model. We describe the proposed approach with reference to the Tropos software
development methodology [Mylopoulos and Castro (2000)] and consider MAS as the target implementation
technology.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls basic elements of the Tropos
methodology and introduces related works. Section 3 discusses the proposed approach, an agent testing process
and test suite generation. An illustrative example is used. Similar works are presented in section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes our work and discusses future research directions.
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2. Background and Related Works
2.1. Tropos
Tropos is an AOSE methodology that covers the whole software development process. Tropos is based on two
key ideas. First, the notion of agent and all related mentalistic notions (for instance goals and plans) are used in
all phases of software development, from early analysis down to the actual implementation. Second, Tropos
covers also the very early phases of requirements analysis, thus allowing for a deeper understanding of the
operational context of the software, and of the interactions kind that should occur between software and human
agents. Tropos is structured in five main phases, namely [Morandini et al. (2008)]:
(1). Early requirements analysis that focuses on the understanding of the existing organizational setting where
the expected system will be introduced;
(2). Late requirements that deals with the analysis of the expected system;
(3). Architectural design that defines the system’s global architecture in terms of subsystems;
(4). Detailed design that specifies the system agents micro-level;
(5). Implementation that concerns code generation according to the detailed design specifications.
2.2. Goal types and test types
This section presents different goal types and testing types. The relationships between goal types and testing
levels are presented with reference to Tropos development process.
2.2.1.

Testing Type

There are four types of testing: Agent testing, Integration testing, System testing and Acceptance testing [Nguyen
et al. (2008)]. The objectives and scope of each type is described as follows:

 Agent testing. The smallest unit of testing in agent-oriented programming is an agent. Testing a single agent
consists of testing its inner functionality and agent’s capabilities to fulfill its goals and to sense and effect the
environment.
 Integration testing. Integration testing make sure that a group of agents and environmental resources work
correctly together which involves checking an agent works properly with the agents that have been
integrated before it and with the “future” agents that are in the course of Agent testing or that are not ready to
be integrated.
 System testing. Agents may operate correctly when they run alone but incorrectly when they are put together.
System testing involves making sure all agents in the system work together as intended.
 Acceptance testing. Test the MAS in the customer execution environment and verify that it meets the
stakeholder goals, with the participation of stakeholders.
2.2.2.

Goal Type

Goals can be classified according to different perspectives or criteria. For instance, goals can be classified into
perform goals, achieve goals, and maintain goals according to the agent’s attitude toward goals [Huget and
Demazeau (2004)]. Other goal types are also discussed elsewhere e.g. KAOS [Dardenne et al. (1993)]. In this paper,
since we are interested in separating individual agent’s behavior from community behavior induced by goal
delegation in Tropos, we consider two types of goal:
 Delegated goal: this goal type is delegated to one agent (dependee) by another agent (depender). This goal
type often leads to interactions between the two agents: The depender demands (by sending requests to) the
dependee to fulfill the goal.
 Own goal: This goal type requires responsibility of its owner; however, the owner agent does not
necessarily run within its boundary, i.e. it can involve interactions with other agents as well.
One can reason about assigned goals of the own type of a single agent to come out with agent testing level.
That is, based on these goals, developers could figure out which plans or behaviors of the agent, i.e.
functionality, to test. Since integration testing and system testing involve making sure the operation of agents
together in the system, the goals of type delegated and those goals of type own that involve agents interactions
are good starting points for these testing types.
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2.3. Goal-oriented testing
The V Model is a representation of the system development process, which extends the traditional waterfall
model. The left branch of the V represents the specification stream, and the right branch of the V represents the
testing stream where the systems are being tested (against the specifications defined on the left branch). One of
the advantages of the V model is that it describes not only construction stream but also testing stream (unit test,
integration test, acceptance test) and the mutual relationships between them (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. V-model of goal-oriented testing.

Tropos guides the software engineers in building a conceptual model, which is incrementally refined and
extended, from an early requirements model to system design artifacts and then to code, according to the upper
branch of the V.
In next section, we present in depth a structured testing process model and we discuss how to derive
systematically test cases from goal models by proposing a test suites generation process for agent plans, goals,
and agents themselves.
3. Unit and Agent Test Suite Derivation
Unit testing test all units composing an agent, including blocks of code, implementation of agent units like
goals, plans, knowledge base, reasoning engine, rules specification, and etc.; make sure that they work as
designed. Agent testing tests the integration of the different modules inside an agent; test agents' capabilities to
fulfill their goals and to sense and affect the context. In the rest of this section we discuss essentially plan, goal,
and agent testing.
To illustrate our approach, we introduce a multi-agent system that is made of several cleaner agents working
at a public garden. This software could be deployed on a physical platform composed of a set of moving robots.
Robots are in charge of keeping the garden clean and system agents have to collaborate to optimize their work
and be pleasant with the visitors. To reach these softgoals, three other sub-goals need to be fulfilled: G1: keep
the garden clean, G2: Team work and G3: be polite (Fig. 2). There could be more goals that the stakeholder
wants to achieve, but we consider only these goals to keep the example understandable and simple.
Cleaning Robot

SG1: Minimize
Expense

G1: Keep garden
clean

SG2: Please
Visitors

G3: Be polite

G2: Team work
Softgoal

Dependence link (And)

Hardgoal

Contribution link

Actor

Fig. 2. Late requirements for cleaning Robot.
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Following the guidelines, system actors become visible in the MAS architectural design. In this example,
system actors are the cleaner agents. Goals of the system G1, G2, G3 are delegated to the agents. The internal
architectural design of the cleaner agent is described in Fig. 3 which shows the architectural design of the
cleaner agent.
G2: team work

G3: be polite

G2.1: update
team info

G2.2: calibrate
local plan

G2.3: broadcast
position info

Update
society info

Calibrate

Broadcast

Detect
human

Patrol

Pick up

Fall
garbage
Query
bins

Drop
garbage

Look for
bins

Drop

Identify
obstacle

Avoid
obstacle

Move
forward

Identify
object

Stop/change
direction

Move
Bins

Resource

Goal

Plan

Search
location

Charging station

Garbage
Legend

Say hello

G4.1: Search
charging station

G: Move to
location

G1.2: Clean up

Pick-up
garbage

Stop working
/moving
G4: Maintain
battery

G1: Keep
garden clean

G1.1: Looking
for garbage

G3.2: give
a salute

G3.1: identify
human

Obstacles
AND Decomposition

Means-end

Fig. 3. Cleaner agent architecture.

A number of goals and plans (tasks) are affected to the agent. At the highest level there are 4 root goals: G1:
keep the garden clean, G2: team work, G3: be polite and G4: maintain battery. G1, G2, G3 are delegated from
the system, while G4 is the agent own goal to keep the agent alive. These goals are, then, decomposed into subgoals. For instance, G4: maintain battery is AND-decomposed into two sub-goals G4.1: search charging station,
and G: move to location. AND decomposition requires all sub-goals to be accomplished to obtain the
satisfaction of their root goal. Finally, we add Plans to the cleaner agent design in order to achieve hardgoals.
3.1. Plan testing
Zhang et al. have presented different aspects linked to plans and events testing [Zhang et al. (2007)]. Albeit
presented in the Prometheus methodology context [Padgham and Winikoff (2004)], those aspects can be used in
our approach too, because both Prometheus and Tropos use the Belief-Desire-Intention agent software
architecture [Rao and Georgeff (1995)]. However, plans are means to reach goals; plans are triggered when goals
are selected.
Therefore, to test a plan, we require creating test suites such that they satisfy all the pre-conditions of its end
goal and pre-conditions of the plan itself. These conditions, among others, contain corresponding events that
eventually activate the plan. Afterwards, we have to evaluate the plan execution and its ulterior tasks.
As for plan testing criteria, plan execution can be evaluated by using its goal's state. For example, if the goal
state is maintained or achieved as a consequence of the plan execution, we can deduce that the implemented
plan succeeds the test.
Test suite derivation for plans takes place at the detailed design phase. For each single plan, we need to
create a test suite that contains a set of Unit Test Cases (UTC) to test the plan with different inputs. In our
illustrative example, there are 14 test suites in total. The associated test suite for the plan Move is described in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Test suite for plan Move.
Test Case

Scenario

Criteria

There is an event that requires the cleaner agent to
UTC1

move from position A(1,2) to position B(5,3), no

The cleaner agent moves straight from A to B

obstacle is in the middle of the two points
UTC2
UTC3

Between A(1,2) and B(5,3), there is a static

The cleaner agent moves close to C, identifies the obstacle,

obstacle at point C(3,2)

avoids C before going to B

The agent is requested to move from (1,1) to (2,-1)

The cleaner agent moves to the boundary nearest to (2,-1)

3.2. Goal testing
Goals are states of affair, and one must do something in order to reach his/her goals. A very natural way of
testing the goal achievement is to verify one's behavior with respect to the goal. In the same manner, to test a
goal we have to check what the agent does to achieve the goal [Nguyen et al. (2008)].
The agent internal design consists of goal decomposition trees. For example, Fig. 3 depicts the design of the
cleaner agent, consisting of five trees associated with four root goals: G2: team work, G4: maintain battery, G1:
keep garden clean, G3: be polite. The root goals fulfillment is estimated based on the achievement of their subgoals and the relationships between the root goals and the sub-goals, and same procedure with the intermediate
goals inside the trees. The fulfillment of the leaf goals of the trees is evaluated using their relationships with the
means plans. These relationships are called basic relationships.
The principal basic relationships are showed in Fig. 4. These include:
(1). Means-End between a plan and a hardgoal. If there is a Means-End relationship between goal g and plan p,
we conclude that g is achieved when p is executed successfully.
(2). Contribution+ between a plan and a softgoal. If goal g contributes positively to softgoal sg then we deduce
that sg is partially satisfied when g is reached.
(3). Contribution- between a plan and a softgoal. If goal g contributes negatively to softgoal sg then we can say
sg is partially unsatisfied when g is achieved.
+
a

b

c

Fig. 4. Basic relationships. (a): Means-End;
(b): Contribution+; (c): Contribution-

When applying the Tropos methodology, we can deduce how goals can be achieved by looking at their
relationships with other goals and plans. According to the goal’s relationships, we can verify the fulfillment of
the goal. In order to test these relationships, the execution of the plan corresponding to a goal is triggered and
checked using constraints and assertions on the intended behavior.
Developers derive test suites from goal diagrams by starting from the relationships associated with each
goal. Each relationship gives raise to a corresponding test suite which consists of a set of test cases that are used
to check goal fulfillment (called positive test cases) and counter-fulfillment (called negative test cases). Positive
test cases are needed at checking the agent capability to reach a given goal; negative test cases, on the other
hand, are used to ensure that agent under test behave appropriately when it fails to fulfill a given goal.
The test suite generation procedure can be described as follows: for each leaf goal, we find out means plans
from the goal basics relationships. The goal achievement and possible plan execution scenarios are then
identified. Finally, a test suite should be created for the leaf goal. A test suite consists of a set of test cases,
where each test case corresponds to one possible scenario execution (Fig. 5).
For the intermediate goals (not leaf goal), test suites are generated by examining all relationships that
conduct to the target goals. This concludes at analyzing all basic relationships and reusing test suites derived for
them. When the outputs of these test suites are found, we can reason about the fulfillment of the intermediate
goals using the decomposition and/or contribution analysis.
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For example, to test the goal G2: team work of our cleaner agent, we have to analyze its tree decomposition
into 3 sub-goals; from there, we have to test 3 basic relationships between the sub-goals and their corresponding
plans. Because this is simply an AND-decomposition, if 3 test suites derived for these 3 basic relationships are
succeed, then the goal G2 is passed; otherwise the goal is failed.
Start

TS ← null

Identify system agents
AL = agents List
End

False

AL ≠ null
True

Identify agent goal

Goal decomposition
Decomposition trees
Obtain leaf goal
LG = Leaf Goals list
False

LG ≠ null

Next AL

True
Identify plans from elementary
relationship
PL = Plan List
Identify possible executions
orders or schedules
SS = Set Scenarios
Next LG

False

SS ≠ null
True

Identify fulfillment criteria
C = Criteria
testCase ← (SS, C)

INSERT (testCase, TS)

Next SS
Fig. 5. Goal Test Suite derivation flowchart.

For more complicated intermediate goals, we must test all possible combination scenarios using the goal
analysis and reason about the goal achievement on the basis of these scenarios and the results of the test suites
derived for the related leaf goals. For example, the agent goal G1: keep garden clean of the cleaner agent. By
analyzing the goal decomposition tree, which has G1 as root, 7 basic relationships are identified:
(1). Patrol  Look for garbage,
(2). Pick up  Pickup-garbage,
(3). Identify object  Identify object,
(4). Drop  Drop garbage,
(5). Move  Move forward,
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(6).Stop/change direction  Avoid obstacle,
(7).Look for bin  query bin.
Each of them engenders a different test suite.
3.3. Agent testing
An agent contains set of smaller components, e.g., beliefs, goals, plans, events, reasoning module, and so forth.
Testing at the agent level consists of integration testing of agent components, so one has to derive test suites to
check this integration.
At agent-level, test suites have a powerful relation with test suites created for testing agent goals. Because,
in general, testing a goal implies testing one or a set of plans which involves events and resources. In the same
manner, testing a goal triggers some integration of plans, events, and so on. Hence, test suites derived to test
agent goals are still effective to test the agent integration. Nevertheless, we need to test the integration of goals
as well. Some goals have dependencies among them, such as priority or inhibition dependences; others may be
maintained or achieved in parallel while sharing a resource. So we have to identify goal integration scenarios,
create test suites for each, and look for integration problems such as dependency violations, deadlock, livelock,
and the like.
Let's consider our motivating example once more. At the agent level, we have to derive test suites to check if
the agent can execute: G1, G2, G3 and G4. Besides, we have to verify the possible conflicts among these goals.
For example, at a specific moment, the cleaner agent can only move either to a recharging station, or to a bin, or
to a new position for patrolling. Hence, some goal might be temporarily sacrificed in favor of another one.
Furthermore, we have also to verify if collaborative goals (e.g., G2: teamwork) are fulfilled in conjunction with
the other goals.
The basic test adequacy requirement for an agent is that all the agent goals must be tested. The agent should
be capable to reach its own goals and act properly in the cases where its expected goal can't be achieved. This
adequacy requirement may or may not be sufficient to cover the agent components, i.e. plans, events, beliefs,
etc. If some are never exercised by the test suites defined to reach the basic adequacy criterion (goal coverage),
more test suites have to be defined to complete agent testing.
4. Similar works
The rest of this section surveys recent and active work on testing software agents.
 Gomez-Sanz et al. [Gomez-Sanz et al. (2009)] presented advances in testing and debugging used in the
INGENIAS methodology [Pavon et al. (2005)]. The meta-model of INGENIAS has been extended to
introduce testing declaration, i.e., tests and test packages. JUnit-based test case and suite skeletons can be
generated and it is the developer's task to modify them as needed. The work also provided facilities to
access mental states of individual agents to check them at runtime.
 Coelho et al. [Coelho et al. (2006)] proposed a framework for unit testing of MAS based on the use of Mock
Agents. Even though they called it unit testing but their work focused on testing roles of agents at agent
level according to our classification. Mock agents that simulate real agents in communicating with the agent
under test were implemented manually; each corresponds to one agent role.
 Sharing the inspiration from JUnit [Gamma and Beck (2000)] with Coelho, Tiryaki et al. [Tiryaki et al. (2007)]
proposed a test-driven MAS development approach that supported iterative and incremental MAS
construction. A testing framework called SUnit, which was built on top of JUnit and Seagent [Dikenelli et al.
(2005)] was developed to support the approach. The framework allows writing tests for agent behaviors and
interactions between agents.
 Lam and Barber [Lam and Barber (2005)] proposed a semi-automated process for comprehending software
agent behaviors. The approach imitates what a human user, can be a tester, does in software
comprehension: building and refining a knowledge base about the behaviors of agents, and using it to verify
and explain behaviors of agents at runtime. Although the work did not deal with other problems in testing,
like the generation and execution of test cases, the way it evaluates agent behaviours is interesting and
relevant for testing software agents.
 Nunez et al. [Nunez et al. (2005)] introduced a formal framework to specify the behavior of autonomous ecommerce agents. The desired behaviors of the agents under test are presented by means of a new
formalism, called utility state machine that embodies users' preferences in its states. Two testing
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methodologies were proposed to check whether an implementation of a specified agent behaves as expected
(i.e., conformance testing). In their active testing approach, they used for each agent under test a test (a
special agent) that takes the formal specification of the agent to facilitate it to reach a specific state. The
operational trace of the agent is then compared to the specification in order to detect faults. On the other
hand, the authors also proposed to use passive testing in which the agents under test were observed only,
not stimulated like in active testing. Invalid traces, if any, are then identified thanks to the formal
specifications of the agents.
Effort has been spent on some particular elements, such as goals, plans. However, fully addressing unit
testing in AOSE still opens room for research. An analogy of expected results can be those of unit testing
research in the object-oriented development. Thus, there is still much room for further investigations, for
instance:
 A complete and comprehensive testing process for software agents and MAS.
 Test inputs definition and generation to deal with open and dynamic nature of software agents and MAS.
 Test criteria, how to judge an autonomous behavior? How to evaluate agents that have their own goals from
human tester's subjective perspectives?
 Deriving metrics to assess the qualities of the MAS under test, such as safety, efficiency, and openness.
 Reducing/removing side effects in test execution and monitoring because introducing new entities in the
system, e.g., mock agents tester agents, and monitoring agent as in many approaches, can influence the
behavior of the agents under test and the performance of the system as a whole.
5. Conclusion
As with the other testing levels, agent test suites are proposed at two distinctive points.
(1). Unit testing: to make sure that all units that are parts of an agent, like goals, plans, knowledge base,
reasoning engine, rules specification, and even blocks of code work as designed.
(2). Agent testing: to test the integration of the different modules inside an agent; test agents' capabilities to
fulfill their goals and to sense and effect the environment.
This paper introduced a suite test derivation approach for Agent testing that takes goal-oriented requirements
analysis artifact as the core elements for test case derivation. The proposed process has been illustrated with
respect to the Tropos development process. It provides systematic guidance to generate test suites from
modeling artifacts produced along with the development process. We have discussed how to derive test suites
for system test from agent detailed design. These test suites, on the one hand, can be used to refine goal analysis
and to detect problems early in the development process. On the other hand, they are executed afterwards to test
the achievement of the goals from which they were derived.
Specifically, the proposed methodology contributes to the existing AOSE methodologies by providing:
 A testing process model, which complements the development methodology by drawing a connection
between goals and test cases and
 A systematic way for deriving test cases from goal analysis.
In this paper, we have presented a structured process for Agent test case generation with reference to the
Tropos methodology. In the future work, we will investigate other testing type like integration testing,
system testing and acceptance testing.
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